
Creative Director, brand architect and designer with a proven track record of creating 

design solutions in success. Well versed in developing strong conceptual principles and 

capable of the highest detail in typographic excellence. 

EXPERIENCE

a part of a global branding agency, responsible for maintaining and cultivating creative 

vision for the GE, P&G and Kraft portfolios with fresh and innovative, idea-based design.

collaborated with senior directors and partnered with global clients to develop concept 

based, 360° solutions designed to live in print, digital space, and come to life in in-store 

customer experiences

LANDOR ASSOCIATES | Y &R | DESIGNER 

identified client and brand objectives to translate into strategically creative and visionary 

executions for a number of products living in market with a reach of over 50 MM monthly.

lead production direction to third party agencies and vendors specifically photo-shoot art 

direction for completed marketing vehicles.

JUL. 2009 - DEC. 2011

JET MAGAZINE | JOHNSON PUBLISHING COMPANY | ART DIRECTOR 

responsible for introducing fresh design ideas, and relevant editorial pitches that 

encourage the community, challenge competition, and enhance the overall look and 

feel of the No. 1 African-American newsweekly. 

managed daily editorial workload for design, photo and production departments. 

streamline communication and workflow between the editorial, design and production staff

partnered with photo and design team members to create page layouts, issue packages, and 

feature stories that are both inline with JET design principles and current publishing trends. 

APR. 2012 - APRIL 2014

trunk club | nordstrom company | creative DIRECTOR 

creative director responsible for growing and leading in-house design team from the 

ground up. partnered with outside agencies and parent company to develop consistent 

brand campaigns across digital, social, and print.  

APR. 2017 - PRESENT

walgreens | associate creative director | beauty | 
health & wellness 

creative director responsible for leading brand and creative strategy for 

cross-functional Beauty, Health and Wellness, Loyalty and Owned Brands categories. 

Works to maintain consistent brand look, tone and feel across digital, retail, radio, and 

national TV vehicles. 

direct day-to-day processes of design staff. manage project timelines from concept through to 

execution alongside a cross-functional team including, marketing, project management, photo 

and production. 

motivate design team members to create 360° conceptual creative to be used across digital, 

and agency partner creative. 

promote brand purpose and promise in all creative from internal and external design teams. 

ensure consistency across campaigns in the areas of Beauty, Loyalty, Private Brand and 

Health and Wellness. 

APR. 2014 - MAY 2017

R.

Rachael Hardy

Chicago, IL 60653

thisisrhardy@gmail.com

thisisrhardy.com

education

Bachelors of Science
Graphic Design 
Communication
Philadelphia 
University
May 2007

SKILLS

Adobe Creative 
Suite CS6 
Dreamweaver
Flash MX
HTML/CSS

Rachael 
Hardy


